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Abstract
Although coherence has been widely studied in computer-mediated communication (CMC), insufficient attention has been paid to emergent multimodal forms. This study analyzes a popular commentary system on Chinese and Japanese video-sharing sites – known as danmu or danmaku – where anonymous comments are superimposed on and scroll across the video frame. Through content and multimodal discourse analysis, we unpack danmu-mediated communication analyzing the newest interface (on Bilibili.com), the comments, the interpersonal interactions and the unusual use of the second-person pronoun. Results show that despite the technological constraints (hidden authorship, unmarked sending date and lack of options to structure comments), users construct order in interactions through repetition, danmu-specific expressions and multimodal references, while using playful language to make fun. This study provides an up-to-date analysis on an increasingly popular CMC medium beyond well-studied social networking sites, and broadens the understanding of coherence in contemporary CMC.
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Introduction
Massive chats on Twitch.tv, YouTube Live and Facebook Live have become increasingly popular as a research subject (e.g. Ford et al., 2017; Hamilton et al., 2014). On these platforms, videos are live-streamed and viewers participate in the event by...
posting comments and reading real-time responses. Different from traditional chat spaces, live-streaming videos have an embedded or adjacent chat channel, where the interaction develops as the streamer’s activity proceeds. In this way, new topics tend to be prompted by the video content (Herring, 2013) and conversation may seem chaotic and illegible when too many participants join in (Ford et al., 2017).

On Chinese and Japanese video-sharing sites, a new genre of chat, namely danmu, is emerging. Danmu is a system of superimposed comments running across the screen from right to left as the video plays (Figure 1). Compared to comments on popular Western live-streaming sites, both genres allow context-specific and multimodally-composed texts. However, danmu comments are completely anonymous and are temporally fixed to appear at the point of insertion. Future audience view the video with all the accumulated comments – without authorship or date of insertion – and experience a temporal feeling of live interaction (Johnson, 2013; Li, 2017).

The commentary system was created by Nico Nico (2006–), a Japanese video-sharing site catering to otakus (fans of anime, comics and video games) (Johnson, 2013; Nakajima, 2019; Nozawa, 2012; Steinburg, 2017). Nico Nico now ranks 10th among the most visited sites in Japan (Alexa, 2019), with over seventy-five million registered users (Kadokawa, 2019). The embedded comments – referred to as komenko (an English loan-word) – became so popular that sometimes videos are covered with comments, similar to barrage (a concentrated artillery bombardment), or danmaku in Japanese. As the technology spread in China, the translated term danmu, has become a synonym of the system. We prefer the Chinese term, in accordance with the context of the study.

Indeed, China is probably where the foreign interface has gained the widest acceptance. During the last ten years, danmu has transitioned from a niche entertainment to a common feature in most video-sharing platforms. The most popular danmu-themed site, Bilibili (2009–), claims around ninety million visitors per month and more than four million monthly paying users (Bilibili, 2019). It is also the only website requiring a membership test (on knowledge of danmu netiquette and fandom culture) for anyone wishing to
send danmu. Since 2004, some movie theaters have experimented with danmu, allowing the audience to text live comments onto the big screen (cf. MuVChat screenings in the U.S. in Dwyer, 2017). With the rapid growth of the streaming industry, the danmu interface has been adopted by Chinese live-streaming platforms (Cao, 2019; Chen and Chen, 2019; G Zhang, 2019). However, this paper is concerned with the most common use of danmu, that is, on video-sharing platforms.

A rapidly increasing number of scholars have explored the danmu phenomenon from different perspectives. Computer scientists are interested in user motivations and its promising applications in the online education industry (Chen et al., 2017, 2019; Lin et al., 2018). Communication scholars have argued that through danmu, platforms like Bilibili can become an alternative space for democratic discussions (Yin and Fung, 2017) and a virtual heterotopia to resist social pressure, repression and control (Chen, 2018; Gu, 2017; Zheng, 2016). Finally, linguists have illustrated users’ appropriations of danmu, such as collaborative subtitling (Díaz-Cintas, 2018; Yang, 2019, 2020), humorous acts (Hsiao, 2015; L Zhang and Cassany, 2019c), heteroglossia and multilingualism (Y Zhang, 2017, 2020) and language and intercultural learning (L Zhang and Cassany, 2019a, 2019b). However, no study to date has looked into the interactional organization of danmu from a discourse analytical perspective.

For an ordinary viewer, it can be difficult to make sense of a fast-moving and ever-changing body of texts, especially if they are also frequently colorful, multidirectional and written in diverse scripts (e.g. Chinese characters, Latin alphabet) with multiple semiotic resources (icons, smileys, etc.). However, the texts must somehow appear meaningful and entertaining to danmu enthusiasts who not only enjoy the ‘bullet curtain’, but also made the effort to pass the membership test to join the community. Hence, drawing on data collected from previous studies on danmu (L Zhang and Cassany, 2019a, 2019b, 2019c, in press), we raise the following research questions:

RQ1: What procedures do users apply to create coherence in danmu?
RQ2: To what extent are danmu interactions coherent and meaningful?

Coherence in multimodal computer-mediated communication

Coherence in computer-mediated communication (CMC) has merited considerable investigation over the years. The classic work of Herring (1999) showed that text-based CMC can be both incoherent and enjoyable. Defining interactional coherence as sustained, topic-focused, person-to-person exchanges, she found that many CMC media incoherent features, for example, disrupted adjacency, overlapping exchanges, and topic decay. However, users adopt a series of compensatory strategies to minimize possible confusion, for example, backchannels and addressivity in IRC channels, and linking and quoting expressions in asynchronous group discourse. Moreover, incoherence also motivates language play and humor, contributing to one of the key features of online communication (Danet, 2001).
Herring’s work inspired much subsequent research on interactional coherence in textual CMC genres, most notably in instant messaging (Berglund, 2009; Lam and Mackiewicz, 2007; Mackiewicz and Lam, 2009; Woerner et al., 2007) and multiparty chat rooms (Herring, 2013; Markman, 2013; Simpson, 2005). Revisiting Herring’s claims on coherence, some researchers (Berglund, 2009; Lam and Mackiewicz, 2007) believed that conversations should not be considered incoherent if they do not generally lead to miscommunication. Simpson (2005: 342) also noted that speakers manage to ‘accord meaning and unity to the text in the discourse process’. In other words, the texts are coherent to the participants, otherwise the medium would not be popular.

Since the last decade, text-based CMC has been increasingly incorporated into Web 2.0 platforms, for example, social networking, video-sharing and online gaming sites. In this vein, a small number of publications have investigated coherence in textual CMC in multimodal contexts. Zelenkauskaite and Herring (2008) contributed the first study to analyze interactional coherence in television-mediated text messaging (iTV SMS); Herring et al. (2009) investigated coherence in text chat in the interface of a fast-paced multiplayer online game; Honeycutt and Herring (2009) looked into coherence of exchanges on Twitter; Bou-Franch et al. (2012) provided a meticulous linguistic analysis on coherence in YouTube comments; and Ford et al. (2017) analyzed ‘practices of coherence’ in massive chats on Twitch, a live-streaming platform dedicated to video games.

The above-mentioned research was conducted by scholars from different fields (informatics, linguistics, anthropology) using different approaches (Dynamic Topic Analysis and VisualDTA [a tool to visualize topic development], content and discourse analysis, ethnographic observation). Interestingly, their findings all revealed conversations that were coherent to a greater or lesser extent. Among others, iTV SMS, YouTube comments and Twitter messages seemed to display the most surprising degree of coherent (and dyadic) interactions. In addition to classic cohesive devices (reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion; Halliday and Hasan, 1976), the researchers identified medium-specific resources for coherence building, for example, the @ sign as a marker of addressivity (Nilsen and Mäkitalo, 2010; Werry, 1996) in tweets (Honeycutt and Herring, 2009).

In contrast, chat messages in online gaming tend to be less coherent, especially in games which demand more immediate attention than others. In games of such nature, Herring et al. (2009) found most chats were short and abbreviated reactions, concerning the game itself. However, the authors also observed ‘periodically interspersed’ actual conversations, ‘which, although they tend to be limited in scope, can be engaging and unexpectedly coherent’ (Herring et al., 2009: 8).

Finally, chat messages in live streams are the most problematic, especially when the audience scales. Ford et al. (2017) referred to Twitch videos attracting more than 10,000 concurrent viewers as massive chats or crowdspeak. Crowdspeak contains seemingly ‘chaotic, meaningless or cryptic’ messages (e.g. emotes or digital icons provided by Twitch). However, through practices of coherence (shorthanding, bricolage, and voicetaking), users achieve and enjoy ‘a different kind of coherence that prioritizes crowd-based reaction and interaction over interpersonal conversation’ (Ford et al., 2017: 859).

Danmu comments could be comparable to Twitch chats: both are triggered by a video and are shown during the viewing session. However, on video-sharing sites, danmu
comments are not live, in other words, danmu is ‘a type of asynchronous CMC that is experienced synchronously, where users see messages (annotations) appear and disappear from the viewable screen at set times unless playback is interrupted’ (Howard, 2012: 5). This pseudo-synchronicity has been considered a key feature accounting for the popularity of danmu (Chen et al., 2017; Johnson 2013; Li, 2017; Steinberg, 2017; Yang, 2020). However, how the unique interface affects users’ interaction still needs empirical examination.

Following pragmatic and discourse analytical perspectives (Bou-Franch et al., 2012; Herring, 2013; Simpson, 2005), we understand coherence as ‘a general process of sense-making in which individuals engage whenever they communicate’ (Bou-Franch et al., 2012: 502). Regarding massive chats, Ford et al. (2017: 859) provided another useful definition: ‘by coherence, we simply mean that the chat makes sense to participants and is not experienced as a breakdown, overload, or other difficulty’. To sum up, there has been an unceasing interest in exploring coherence norms and practices in emerging online environments. We believe danmu-mediated communication constitutes a necessary case study that offers original data to tackle the problem of coherence.

**Methodology**

The data analyzed in this study forms part of a 4-year project on the danmu language (L Zhang, 2020). Our earlier investigation focused on creative usages through the distinctive affordances of danmu (multimodally designed and positioned comments to create humor, in situ discussions that develop metalinguistic and intercultural awareness). Based on our understanding of the potential of the medium, this study goes back to the most fundamental question: how do users make sense of danmu and subsequently achieve various purposes (making fun or parody, learning)? To answer this question, we drew on a primary dataset (a.) and a complementary dataset (b.):

- **A danmu-commented episode of the historical science fiction series El Ministerio del Tiempo (MdT) (Spanish Television, 2015–).** Critically acclaimed as the best Spanish TV series in history (El País, 2017), the series narrates time travels of three newly recruited agents (Julian, Amelia and Alonso) to preserve Spanish history. As a representative sample, we chose the 70-minute pilot episode, translated by Chinese fans (or fansub; L Zhang and Cassany, 2019d) and uploaded to Bilibili in September 2015. The chosen episode was the first and most popular publication of the series on Bilibili, attracting 1590 danmu.

- **The discussion thread ‘What are the funny danmu?’ on Zhihu (a Chinese social networking site similar to Quora).** The initial post was created in January 2016 and, with more than 5000 answers, it is by far the most popular thread about danmu on the platform. The dataset was compiled from the most liked answers (>1000 likes) and includes 327 screenshots of ‘funny danmu’, selected by users from different video-sharing/streaming platforms. For the present study, we chose 106 screenshots that contain some interaction triggered by the ‘funny danmu’.
The analysis was initially designed to identify cohesive devices in the datasets following Halliday and Hasan’s model (1976). However, after being confronted with contradictory results, we realized that the categories do not seem to adapt to the Chinese language. Many researchers have remarked on the zero pronoun or zero anaphora of Chinese, that is, a situation in which an anaphor is lexically absent (Huang, 1994; Jiang, 2016; Okurowski, 1989). Instead, context or pragmatics plays a central role in communication, as opposed to grammar (or inflection) in most European languages. Consequently, necessary adjustments need to be made when studying cohesion in Chinese, as concluded by Yeh (2004: 258):

‘Devices in Halliday and Hasan’s model (1976), such as reference, lexical cohesion, and conjunction, may be present in most languages. However, the importance attached to various types of cohesive devices might be different. Some of them might be avoided in a particular language, while the others are preferred. In our comparison of Chinese and English, for example, the third person impersonal pronoun is generally avoided and another cohesive device, lexical repetition, is, in compensation, adopted’.

Given the particularities of Chinese, we adopted an interpretive or data-driven approach to make sense of danmu. First, we conducted a multimodal analysis of the latest danmu interface on Bilibili – not yet described in the existing literature – to illustrate the platform affordances. This knowledge is crucial as contextualization of the subject. Moreover, from a semiotic technology perspective, the multiple semiotic affordances can motivate or constrain users’ ways of interaction (Zhao et al., 2014).

Second, we conducted a content analysis of the 1590 comments (dataset a.). We coded the comments inductively based on the context the authors referred to: 1) the film, 2) personal viewing situation, and 3) previous comments. Focusing on the last category, we identified the exchange sequences and examined the length and general structure of comment threads. Following Bou-Franch et al. (2012), we marked separately adjacent turns and non-adjacent turns. The coding was conducted by the first author in Chinese and reviewed by the second author through multiple discussions.

The coding was followed by a fine-grained multimodal discourse analysis of the interactions observed in both datasets. While the focus was how users create order or mark their responses in conversations, a distinctive usage pattern emerged and is discussed separately in the section ‘second-person references’. The illustrations of danmu data (Figures 3–8) were inspired by Bai et al. (2019: 535510). By juxtaposing two consecutive screenshots and reproducing the translated danmu correspondingly, we managed to consider not only the verbal content, but also time, position or direction that influence the meaning making of each comment.

**Making sense of danmu**

**The interface**

The first step to make sense of danmu interactions is to understand the system and platform affordances. Figure 2 shows the latest danmu interface on Bilibili.com (accessed 31 October 2019). Although the data for this study came from an earlier
version (see L Zhang and Cassany, 2019a, 2019b), the main constituents, spatial arrangement and functions remain unchanged.

This version was released in July, 2018 and features four main components: a video player with superimposed *danmu*, a rectangular area below for editing *danmu*, a drop-down list of all comments or ‘*danmu* pool’ (with the date of insertion and time of appearance in the video) on the top right, and a section for recommended videos. In addition, there are a video description, ‘uploader’ information, and also a traditional comments section below the video (see Wu et al., 2018 for a comparison between *danmu* and common comments on Bilibili).

The *danmu* editor has multiple functions. On the bottom left, it shows the number of real-time connected viewers and *danmu*. However, there is a maximum number of viewable *danmu* for each video depending on the duration, for example, 1000 for a three minute video. In this example, out of almost 7000 *danmu* sent since the video was uploaded, only the latest 1000 are shown in the video and accessible through the drop-down *danmu* list.

Next to the numerical data, there are two icons for (de)activating the *danmu* function and customizing the visual effect of *danmu*, respectively. Users can adjust the font, amount, transparency and speed of viewable texts, activate the anti-block function (with 15% of the screen uncovered), and filter comments based on specific qualities (movement, color, type).

The comment box occupies the center of the *danmu* editor. A default text in grey invites viewers to write and send *danmu* without interrupting the viewing session. On its left, when moving the pointer onto the icon A, a text editor is activated (marked in red in Figure 2). *Danmu* authors can select the font size (small or standard), color (from the palette or in

![Figure 2. Screenshot of the main part of a video page on Bilibili.com. The video is called [Trump] Dear CHINA and shows Trump saying the word ‘China’ non-stop.](image-url)
Upon clicking the ‘send’ button, danmu will appear in one of the following ways:

- **Scrolling danmu.** Comments enter the screen at the top right corner, scroll left in a straight line across the screen, and exit on the top left corner in a few seconds. Scrolling danmu is the default setting and the most frequent type in many videos, for example, the white danmu on the right side of the Trump video.

- **Top danmu.** Comments appear at the top center of the screen and freeze for a few seconds before disappearing. When coinciding with scrolling danmu, top danmu overlay the scrolling text, for example, yellow and blue comments at the top center of the Trump video (counting how many times Trump has said ‘China’).

- **Bottom danmu.** Comments (dis)appear in the same way as top danmu but at the bottom center of the screen. Bottom danmu can be used to add subtitles for ‘raw videos’ (Yang, 2019) or to invent funny conversations for the purpose of play (L Zhang and Cassany, 2019c).

- **Advanced danmu.** While scrolling, top and bottom danmu are known as common danmu and available for all Bilibili members, advanced danmu is a reserved function for those having tipped to and acquired permission from the video’s uploader. Advanced danmu allows complex text configurations (duration, specific location, visual effect, transparency, typeface), which are also exploited by expert users to create danmu art (Johnson, 2013; L Zhang and Cassany, 2019c).

The comments

Figure 3 presents a visualization of eight scrolling danmu passing on the screen in 25 seconds. The screenshots are taken from the series MdT, and the excerpt reproduces the translated and numbered comments according to their entrance time. In the first screenshot, turn 453 is sent and enters the screen at 18m 16s; in the second screenshot, turn 457 has scrolled to the left corner at 18m 47s after entering at 18m 39s. As the number of comments increases, the text layer ‘thickens’ gradually. Turn 458 and turn 459 both are sent around 1s later than turn 457 and run beneath it so as not to overlap. However, because turn 459 contains more characters, the text travels slightly faster than turn 458.

The excerpt in Figure 3 contains three film turns (FT) where viewers react to the character (turn 453) or to the plot (turn 457 and 458); one viewing turn (VT) explaining the personal reason for viewing (turn 456), and four responding turns (RT) to previous comments, marked by arrows in the excerpt. The exact reference is unclear in turn 460, however, it did not affect the coding.

Table 1 shows three layers of contexts in danmu. First, a predominant number of comments refer to the film, sharing impressions, doubts or complaints about the plot, characters, soundtrack, etc. Many viewers are also interested in the sociocultural background depicted in the film, for example, historic events, figures and locations, or the Spanish people (799. ‘They are really Spanish, speaking dirty language all the time’). Second, less than a third of the comments refer to the danmu system. The most common referent is previous danmu, through which users can construct (extended) interactions. Meanwhile, depending on real-time connected users shown in the interface, some
users send greetings (detailing the date). However, due to the anonymous nature of the interface, the referred-to user would be unlikely to notice the greeting or join the chat synchronously.

Finally, a small number of comments refer to the viewing session, sharing when, where and why they are viewing the series. Many danmu of this type appear at the beginning of the video, while others are triggered by unexpected plot developments, for example, an erotic scene (1302. ‘Shit, I do not wear headphones in the subway, and there are people behind me. . .’; and 1288. ‘The day we can see porn on Bilibili is just around the corner!’).

### The interaction

Danmu interaction, defined here as person-to-person communication through the danmu system, is not marked by date of insertion nor any form of authorship (similar to Wikipedia articles). Furthermore, the danmu system does not provide any option for users to structure their comments, such as the option ‘reply to comments’ in many social networking sites. Instead, the order of danmu messages exclusively follows the moment of insertion in the video’s timeline. This configuration is similar to chat messages in IRC, which Herring (1999) noted as a cause of ‘disrupted adjacency’.

Such distinctive features can have a paradoxical effect. On the one hand, the anonymous, spontaneous and democratic environment prompts participation from anyone at any moment. In dataset a., we identified 152 exchange sequences or comment threads, with an of 3.7 turns per thread (Table 2).

On the other hand, the participant is unaware of and likely unconcerned with possible responses from future viewers. If there are any, the participant will not be notified and
can only review the video intentionally afterwards. This lack of knowledge causes
delayed, redundant or even contradictory responses. Of 412 RTs in dataset a., only 53 are
adjacent turns entering the screen immediately after the triggering comment. Instead,
interactions through non-adjacent turns are much more frequent. To make their contribu-
tion meaningful, users adopt a variety of strategies to address each other and achieve
coherence.

Figure 4 shows intertwined danmu interactions containing three exchange sequences,
triggered by film turns 262, 264 and 265, respectively. The first sequence is the adjacent
pair of turns 262 and 263, sharing the confusion caused by the rapidly-spoken Spanish
(vamos misheard as zou or ‘let’s go’ in Chinese). The second sequence is prompted by
turn 264 drawing on contextual knowledge about the actor, which is confirmed by turn
267. The third sequence starts with turn 265, whose comparison to another time-travel
series triggers turns 269 and 270.

Figure 4 also illustrates if and how participants mark their response to a specific
addressee. Turn 263, despite being an adjacent turn, repeats the predicate in turn 262. Turn 267 also relies on lexical cohesion, in particular, an intertextual reference that
would be clear to people with the same interest. Turns 269 and 270 repeat the keyword

---

**Table 2.** Length of danmu interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of turns</th>
<th>No. of threads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2~5</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6~10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11~33</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Figure 3. Danmu synchronicity in 25 seconds of MdT.*
Zhang and Cassany

In the triggering turn and further strengthen the reference with two danmu-specific expressions: ‘wait for me’ and ‘don’t go’. Here authors play with the visual effect of scrolling texts, where later comments seem to be ‘chasing’ earlier ones. Similarly, twenty users adopt the expression ‘+1’, an Internet slang for ‘I agree’ or ‘me too’, for example, 130. ‘Forgive me for maybe hearing FBI...’ and 131. ‘FBI +1’.

In contrast, turn 266, despite being clearly a response (written in Spanish), does not provide more cues to locate the referent. Two hypotheses can be made to explain the situation: 1) when turn 266 was sent, there were so few existing comments in the time frame that the reference was clear for the author (the same explanation could apply to ‘the one before’ in turn 460, Figure 3); and 2) the language choice of turn 266 echoes the discussion on Spanish pronunciation (vamos vs. zou), and thus turn 266 potentially pertains to the first sequence. In any case, the task of sense-making falls on the audience. Depending on the version of danmu accessible at the moment of viewing, each viewer could relate some danmu differently than others.

Figure 5 shows another common way of marking relation in danmu. As scrolling danmu travel across the screen from right to left, danmu inserted at an earlier point will appear left of those inserted later (except for lengthy comments that fly faster). As a result, viewers like turn 203 refer to previous comments as ‘the left’.

In conclusion, the discourse analysis clarifies that ‘the left’ in turn 203 refers to turn 200 and not the adjacent turn 202, otherwise the argument would not make sense. Moreover, the author usually needs to read the whole

Figure 4. Intertwined danmu interactions.

(‘Warehouse’) in the triggering turn and further strengthen the reference with two danmu-specific expressions: ‘wait for me’ and ‘don’t go’. Here authors play with the visual effect of scrolling texts, where later comments seem to be ‘chasing’ earlier ones. Similarly, twenty users adopt the expression ‘+1’, an Internet slang for ‘I agree’ or ‘me too’, for example, 130. ‘Forgive me for maybe hearing FBI...’ and 131. ‘FBI +1’.

In contrast, turn 266, despite being clearly a response (written in Spanish), does not provide more cues to locate the referent. Two hypotheses can be made to explain the situation: 1) when turn 266 was sent, there were so few existing comments in the time frame that the reference was clear for the author (the same explanation could apply to ‘the one before’ in turn 460, Figure 3); and 2) the language choice of turn 266 echoes the discussion on Spanish pronunciation (vamos vs. zou), and thus turn 266 potentially pertains to the first sequence. In any case, the task of sense-making falls on the audience. Depending on the version of danmu accessible at the moment of viewing, each viewer could relate some danmu differently than others.

Figure 5 shows another common way of marking relation in danmu. As scrolling danmu travel across the screen from right to left, danmu inserted at an earlier point will appear left of those inserted later (except for lengthy comments that fly faster). As a result, viewers like turn 203 refer to previous comments as ‘the left’.

In conclusion, the discourse analysis clarifies that ‘the left’ in turn 203 refers to turn 200 and not the adjacent turn 202, otherwise the argument would not make sense. Moreover, the author usually needs to read the whole
danmu before drafting a response. However, turn 203 enters before the previous turn has finished, and is therefore indented in relation to turn 202.

Feminist topics seem to stir interest among many viewers. In dataset a., the most heated discussion (32 turns) developed around feminine hygiene products, triggered by a present-day tampon shown to the nineteenth-century Amelia. In response to some complaints about the discussion being ‘unbearable’ and ‘without limit’, several users refer to the commenters as ‘male chauvinists’ and ‘living antiquity’.

The majority of the data analyzed so far appear in the default setting, that is, scrolling fashion, white font and written in sinograms or the Latin alphabet. However, in addition to the default option, the danmu interface makes available to users a variety of options for typographic manipulation, for example, color, movement, size (as detailed earlier).

Figure 6 shows multimodal forms to mark the position of the triggering turn. In the top screenshots, the mention of the name ‘Blanca’ triggers turn 134 (many Chinese language learners use another name in the target language). After three film turns describing the job as ‘a great responsibility’ (turn 135), ‘too hasty’ (turn 136) or dubious (137. ‘Don’t tell me the Ministry of Time already exist in that era.’), turn 138 responds to turn 134 and shares the naming coincidence. To make the reference explicit, turn 138 also employs Spanish, and adds a Japanese-style emoticon (kaomoji), where the eyes (arrows) look suspiciously towards the left.

Similarly, in the bottom screenshots, turn 1320 raises a question regarding the logic of the plot, and turn 1323 starts the explanation with a leftwards arrow. Two turns precede turn 1323 in the bottom-right screenshot: film turn 1321 reacting to the ‘unexpectedly new pillow’, and turn 1322 succinctly responding to turn 1320 (‘Multiracial of time.’).

In dataset b., most ‘funny danmu’ are also created by users exploiting the multimodal system affordances. Given the creativity and originality, these comments invite and initiate an exchange rather than simply respond to the film. Correspondingly, the responses

---

**Figure 5.** Position-based references.
to those funny danmu make reference to their multimodal qualities. Figure 7 shows two instances of danmu-specific references to funny comments. On the left, the funny danmu – the yellow text – calls for attention using a striking color and the central position. The humorous intervention is welcomed by other viewers and referred to as ‘the yellow font’. On the right, the ‘funny danmu’ – or rather an amazing piece of art – receives wide admiration from the audience. Fans acknowledge the use of color (blue, as the hair of the character) and type (advanced danmu). Fans also use Chinese subcultural expressions (合影 ‘take a group photo’, 大佬 ‘a big shot’) to praise and pay respect to the danmu artist (see also Johnson, 2013: 308).

Second-person references

Since Halliday and Hasan (1976), deictics have been considered a potential indication of discourse cohesion. However, some researchers also argued that a text with cohesive devices is not necessarily coherent, and a coherent text sometimes does not contain apparent cohesive devices, especially in computer-mediated communication (Herring, 2013; Simpson, 2005: 342). Furthermore, recent studies show that deictics can acquire new meanings and functions adapted to the medium (Collister, 2012; Cuenca, 2014).

The excerpt in Figure 8 shows multiple uses of the deictic ‘you’ in danmu. Triggered by a ‘door of time’ that leads to the past, turn 533 imagines a Chinese scenario with the Yongzheng Emperor (or the ‘Fourth Prince’ in a popular time travel series). The plural ‘you’ (marked by a suffix in Chinese) in turn 533 thus refers to the minister and Julian in the first screenshot. Turn 534 (四爷那个你留下！) is an adjacent turn consisting of repetition and the danmu specific expression ‘you stay’ (similar to ‘wait for me’ and
‘don’t go’ in Figure 4), where ‘you’ means turn 533. Turn 535 shifts to the perspective of Spaniards during the Inquisition, which makes ‘you’ a cataphora for ‘heretics scum’ and ‘we’, ‘the Spanish’. In turn 536, the viewer would be inside the film frame, speaking from behind a door of time. Therefore, the plural ‘you’ again refers to the minister and Julian.

Figure 8 shows original and playful means of participation, facilitated by the use of the second-person pronouns. As in turn 533, viewers sometimes speak to the characters, especially when surprised by the plot development. For example, viewers object to the erotic scene between Alonso and the waitress (1302. ‘What about your wife, your wife. How long has it been? No wonder you told her to forget you’. and 1305. ‘Wait you just accept it like this?’). When a man from 1808 steals a modern pistol from the police,
viewers question him (1805. ‘Even if you take it, you can’t make bullets’ and 1093. ‘Let’s see if anyone cares about you’).

As in turn 535, viewers can also speak for the characters. In Chinese Internet slang, such voiceover is called an OS (overlapping sound) and reveals characters’ thoughts and feelings. For instance, when Julian is stunned by the offer to work for the ministry, viewers actively picture his painful realization of the job duties (603. ‘Main actor OS: Why does it have to be me?’ and 617. ‘OS: I choose to go die’).

In intense scenes, viewers use the imperative voice to command the characters. When Julian secretly takes a photo of the suspect, the camera shutter sound irritates the audience (1259. ‘Mute your phone, idiot’). When the suspects sneak a book out of the store, viewers shout: 782. ‘Hey!’ and 785. ‘Pay!’. Other times, viewers intervene just for fun. When an actress unexpectedly kisses another actress, a commenter pleads: 222. ‘Fuck! Let that girl go, let me do it!’, along with declarations of love (809. ‘Girl you are so beautiful! Marry me!’).

**Discussion and conclusion**

Regarding RQ1, we identified both verbal and nonverbal resources activated by users to create coherence in danmu. Nonverbal resources are the most characteristic of the danmu system. Most danmu can be interpreted based on: 1) the insertion time in the film; 2) the surrounding elements on the screen (actor, subtitles, other danmu); 3) multimodal properties of the text (the directionality [right-left or top-bottom], different colors and types); and 4) the additional deictic symbols (arrows).

As to verbal resources, the most common device seems to be lexical cohesion, realized through: 1) quotation or repetition (e.g. ‘that person who said...’); 2) indirect addressivity (e.g. the semantic anaphora ‘the male chauvinist’ and ‘living antiquity’ referring to the patriarchal comment); and 3) cultural references (e.g. the pragmatic anaphora ‘King Fernando’ to substitute ‘male protagonist from Isabel’). Second-person references also contribute to cross-turn cohesion (e.g. ‘you stay’). Compared to Romance and Germanic languages, the Chinese used in danmu contains fewer grammar-based cohesive resources (e.g. substitution, ellipsis) and mainly relies on vocabulary and context to achieve coherence (Huang, 1994; Yeh, 2004).

Regarding RQ2, we found that danmu exhibits both coherent and incoherent features. Like a bar where people chat loudly, multiple and unpredictable topics of conversation emerge, develop and die away at the same time. The disrupted adjacency, redundant participation, and frequent topic digression are all signs of incoherence in danmu. However, unlike traditional chat channels, danmu constitutes an example of event-based communication, like Twitch chats (Ford et al., 2017; Musabirov et al., 2018), online gaming chats (Herring et al., 2009) and television-mediated chats (Zelenkaukaite and Herring, 2008). Most danmu comments center on the ongoing film (prompt-focused participation, Herring, 2013) and only make sense if situated in the specific film scene, viewing context or the danmu co-text.

In short, we could conclude that despite obvious technological factors that discourage coherence (anonymity, character limit, short visibility), many users still achieve meaningful interpersonal interactions. The fact that certain comments lack clear references
does not seem to affect the general popularity and utility of the medium. Furthermore, some users exploit the potential incoherence of danmu for playful purposes (Herring, 1999, 2013), for example, to make fun of the scrolling effect (‘wait for me’, ‘don’t go’), or to take part in a specific frame (dialogue, command or voice-over of the character).

Another important contribution of this study relates to the construction of the potential coherence of danmu. In dataset a., 26% of the comments are RTs, while the average length of the threads is 3.7 turns, and the longest thread extends to 32 turns (on female hygiene). Similarly, Honeycutt and Herring (2009) found coherent Twitter threads of up to 30 comments in a massively noisy textual environment, while Zelenkauskaite and Herring (2008) found an eight-comment thread of text comments posted to an iTV program (superimposed over music videos). In this vein, we encourage future studies to continue exploring the depth and patterns of topic development in danmu-mediated interactions.

Finally, our data and discussions extend the understanding of digital culture. So far, many studies have stressed the ephemerality and nonsensicalness of danmu comments. Cao (2019: 10) was concerned at having ‘gone too far ahead in assuming that these fleeting texts may indeed require interpretive efforts to produce an effect’. Zheng (2016) also pointed out that many danmu videos are replete with nonsensical memes, which help build up an alternative community for otakus in the virtual space. However, our data illustrated that with more people engaging in interaction, danmu becomes more relevant and significant. These comments not only represent a variety of reactions to the film, but also facilitate understanding of adjacent comments and guide future interpretation of the film.
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Note

1. The repetition can also be argued as a quotation, since the Chinese expression 仓库的 is an abbreviated form of ‘(that person who say/said) Warehouse’.
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